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Appendix A: Algorithm Fingerprints Comparative Overview

Figure 1: Exemplified reordering results for Bipolarization.

Figure 2: Exemplified reordering results for RSERIA

Figure 3: Exemplified reordering results for RSERIAT

Figure 4: Exemplified reordering results for RSERIATI
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Figure 5: Exemplified reordering results for RCorrplotSortingFPC.

Figure 6: Exemplified reordering results for RCorrplotSortingAOE.

Figure 7: Exemplified reordering results for RSeriationCHEN.

Figure 8: Exemplified reordering results for RSeriationPCA.

Figure 9: Exemplified reordering results for RSeriation-MDS.

Figure 10: Exemplified reordering results for RSERIATIONBEA.

Figure 11: Exemplified reordering results for CuthillMcKee.

Figure 12: Exemplified reordering results for Reverse-CuthillMcKee.

Figure 13: Exemplified reordering results for Multi-Scale.

Figure 14: Exemplified reordering results for Sloan.
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Figure 15: Exemplified reordering results for RSeriationTSP.

Figure 16: Exemplified reordering results for RSeriationBEATSP.

Figure 17: Exemplified reordering results for MultipleFragment.